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IXON RS MOTO

£90  www.ixon.com

Our tester found these 

gloves to be very 

comfortable. There are 

plenty of stretch panels in 

the fingers and this makes it 

easy to operate all the 

controls. They scored well in 

both the impact and 

abrasion tests, and while the 

narrow wrist would provide 

little protection, it is easy to 

get under or over a sleeve. 

In a smaller size they also  

work very well for female 

riders and offer better 

protection than other 

women-specific gloves.

Leather and stitching looks 

good quality and the 

rubberised palm grip 

material gives good grip on 

the handlebars.

T H E  S C O R E S  (out of 5)

Abrasion test           5

Impact test          5 

Comfort          4

Is it easy to use the controls?          4

Can you pull off  once done up?          5

Fit well with diff erent jackets?          5

Quality/fi nish          4

Vented               

Wrist restraint          

Scaphoid/palm armour          

Finger armour             

3rd/4th fi nger bridge          

Extra layer on outside of hand          

TOTAL                                                   32/35

✓

✓

✓✓

✓

✓

KNOX HANDROID

£160  www.planet-knox.com

These gloves look very 

different to the others on 

test, thanks to their external 

finger armour. Despite all 

the hard armour, they are 

very comfortable, with a 

supple palm made of thin 

yet strong kangaroo leather. 

The Boa wrist restraint 

makes them easy to get on 

and off and the leather is 

flexible enough to operate all 

the controls. The sliders on 

the palm are designed to 

help the hand slide at any 

angle and, while difficult to 

test, several riders can 

testify that they work well. 

The wrist features similar 

sliders and feels well 

protected. Good lab test 

results at a decent price.  

T H E  S C O R E S  (out of 5)

Abrasion test           5

Impact test          4

Comfort          5

Is it easy to use the controls?          5

Can you pull off  once done up?          5

Fit well with diff erent jackets?          3

Quality/fi nish          5

Vented               

Wrist restraint          

Scaphoid/palm armour          

Finger armour             

3rd/4th fi nger bridge          

Extra layer on outside of hand          

TOTAL                                                   32/35

✓

✓

✓✓

✓

✓

Knox-patented SPS sliders 
are unobtrusive when riding 

External seams make the 
fingers really comfortable 
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